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INTRODUCTION

Purpose o'f the Pamphlet

The .use-of questionnaires in business, industry, government, and
education has increased Steadily in recent years. They are used in
many different areas of government operation, including job analyses,
mail investigation of candidates' qualifications, research on the
effectiveness'of testing instruments, and attitudinal and informational
surveys.

Many people who associate the use of the questionnaire method
with certain well-known fields such as public opinion polling, attitudinal
research, radio-television studies, and census operations do not realize
how much broader is the actual application of the questionnaire method.

There are many types of questionnaires. For example, application
for any position normally requires the candidate to complete a form
describing his education, training, and experience. This form is one
type of questionnaire. A supervisor who is sent a form which asks him
to report on or to evaluate a former employee's job efficiency receives
a different kind of questionnaire, a qualifications inquiry. Again, an
employee may be asked to indicate on a checklist the duties of his job
which he considers the most or the least important. This checkl,ist is
also a questionnaire.

In the psychological literature many books, articles, and pamphlets
deal either directly or indirectly with the development of quesLionnaires
as one kind of testing instrument. The available material- is often geared
to a specific class of users--public opinion surveyors, educators, and

.

statisticians, for example. The procedures and problems described in
such material are often fairly specific to one type of survey and are
meant for a reading audience with knowledge Of testing.,

Since the use of questionnaires in government is actually as well
as potentially broad, and because all questionnaires are designed on the

, basis of certain common principles, a pamphlet of instructions on the
construction of questionnaires in general may provide a simple, concrete
guide to the development of new questionnaires and the improveMent of
those already in use.

Many government people who are interested in obtaining information
by the Cluestionnaire method are not-specialists in measurement procedures,
but are nevertheless interested VI collecting the necessary datadni
actordance with the most effective procedures. We hope that these people
will-find this pamphlet helpful in their planning for, and design of,
questionnaire forms. Administrators arid reviewers may find it useful
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in evaluating proposed questionnaires or those already in use, and

experienced specialists may find it convenient to have the basic steps

in questionnaire construction outlined in a simpqe fashion in one
*

pamphlet.

The emphasis in the pamphlet is on the basic qualities which

question0aires must have in order to serve best the purpose for which

they are designed, A description of the preliminary planning necessary

to questionnaire construction, as well as the construction of the form

itself, is provided. Various Lypes of questionnaire.items and the

advantages and disadvantages of each are discussed and illustrated, as

are instructions' in effective item-writing techniques.

Some readers may, perhaps, wonder why we have placed so much stress

on the many pitfalls that await the unwary constructors of questionnaires.

In explanation, we offer the comment of Bruce Barton, a leading figure

in the advertising business for-many years and a uwo-term member of the

House of Representatives. Mr. Barton once remarked that "Most people

will frankly admit that they .can't direct a dance or4estra--that, they

wouldn't know how to Jperate for appendicitisbut almos, everyone seems

to feel that he (or she) can work up an effective questionnaire."

Because Mr. Barton's Statement is, unfortunately, all toe) true, we

have tried to increase the questionnaire constructor's awareness and

undee'S-tanding of the problems andhazards inherent in questionnaire

design and construction.
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CHAPTER 1

Characteristics of a Good Questionnaire

A questi.onnaire is a testing ,instrument in written form whose
purpose is to obtain information about the subject matCer with which
the questionnaire is concerned. We must apply to the development of
questionnairtes'the s, principles which apply to the development of
tests in general. Years of research in the proper construction and use
of testing instruments haye shown that-there are great differences in
the effectiveness of "goOd" and "bad" instruMents. To be "good" a
testing instrument, such as a questionnaire, must be properly designed
and used.

A. Validity

First, it must accomplish the purpose for which it is designed.
A questionnaire designed to assist in the selection of peopte for a
job, for example, must demonstrate its validity by separating those
who are'likely to succeed from those who dre unlikely to succeed in a
given situation. The better Lhe instrument, the finer the separations
or discriminations it makes.

A questionnaire developed ,for a survey of attitudes toward-public.
issues is considered valid if there is statistical proof that .the re--
spondents expressed attitudes representing their true opinions at that
particular time and that the particular sample ofTespondents was
representative of the total population. Once this proof is established,
conclusions can be drawn about the actitrdes of .the larger_population
represented by the sample.

B. Reliability .

Second, a good testing instrument must measure candidates' abilities
in a -consistent, manner. A questionnaire's reliability is measured in
terms of the accuracy or consistency of agreement of both respondent
and rater. Respondent reliability is achieved if respondents reply
in the same fashion when a questionnaire is submitted to them a second
time, or if they reS-pond in.much the same way t6 an alternate form of
queFtionnaire which is equivalent to the first one.

Rater reliability is achieved if two independent raters score the
questionnaire in the same way, or if one rater scores it in much the
same way at different times. On carefully'circumscribed questions
with limits putnon possible responses, we would expect high rater
reliability. On the other hahd, items that permit free answers do
not lend themselves either to high rater reliability or to high
respondent reliability.

8



The reliabilicy of many kinds of government questionnaires cannot

be measured statistically. One example is a questionnaire sent topeople
on a register to determine their availability for a particular job; The

first time a person fills out the form, he may indicate his availability

hut not be selected for the position; the next time he is asked, he may .

say that he is not available. In this illustration, inconsistency of
the responses given at different times does not reflect unreliability

of:the question or of the instrument--it merely shows that the person's

status or attitude haschanged. The questionnaire is, therefore,
-furnishing, valid information which is reliable in the sense that it

is accurate.

C., Administration,and Scoring

Third, the Practicality of admthistration and scoring-must be con-

sidered in.the design of any good questionnaire. Whether the form is
es.

administered to a group, whether tt is filled out by an interviewer,
"

or.whether it is sent through the mail, it must be easy to use. The

ease with which a form is used depends on a number of factors, e.g.,
physical appearance of the form itself, the arrangement or order of the

quesLions, clarity of directions, and the form or type (free-answee,

muLtiple-choie-, etc.) of\the questions. Confusing and complicated

directions or a jumbled appearance will tend to'cliscouage -espondent

cooperation. However, when the form appears to be simple to complete,

a respondent is more Iikely\to respond carefully and, consequently,

,more accurately. It is alsr: true that in using a form which is con-
fusing to follow, an interviewer may have di.fficulty establishing or
maintaining good rapport with, the interviewee.

The length of a questionnaire merits some consideration. On the

whole, we should not ask a respondent to spend toe much of his time in
completing a questionnaire. However, fairly extensive questionnaires,
if they are carefully constructed and laid out, receive very satisfactory

returns.

The type cif paper used for questionnaires varies widely. Some are

printed on expensive paper; others\are mimeographed or otherwise
inexpensively reproduced on cheap paper. The type of paper and method
of reproduction depend upon the purPose of the questiOnnaire, thp size
of the group to which it will be administered, financial resources -
available for the study, etc.

\-

Ease of Scoring or rating responss is important. The form of the

question used affects this characterisuic of questionnaires to a large

extent. Different item types will be discussed Tater in detail. It

is sufficient here to say that the questionnaire itself will be more

manageable if possible answer's can be art\anged in accordance with a

9
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coding system decided upon in advance. If such a system is employed,'
classification and collection of data can be a Telatively-simple operation.
Furthermore, a careful and complete definition of the use ts which the
data will be put and, the method of analysis to 'be employed will greatly
simplify scoring or rating responses.-

D, Face Validity

Fourth, we must determine whether, in a particular survey sitUation,
a questionnaire constructor should be concerned with face validfAv. In
the government, examining instruments should usually not only be valid
but should also seem practical and reasonable to the competitors in
view of the job duties and responsibilities.

For most effective results, a respondent must be motivated to reply
with care-and to the best of his knowledge. An instrument which appears
to him to contain questions related to the partieular goal ist;an incen-
tive 'to do his best.

There are, however, situations in which the goal is such that the
questionnaire constructor may wish to avoid face validity. For example,

*a queStionnaire of a direct type developed to find out employees' atti-
tudes toward their supervisors may evoke unreliable answers. The employee,
uncertain that his replies will be kept confidential, may feel,that his
position Will be jeopardized if he mL',..es critical comments. Furthermore,
as many studies have shown, people do not usually rate others low on a
scale.. The'employee may, therefore, tend to rate his supervisor as being
at least average in each area (lenient tendency). He may also, regard-
less of whether he reports favorably or unfavorably, give a rating on
,each area that reflects his overall opinion of the supervisor (halo
effect). If a respondent is forced to make rather difficult choices,
or if he cannot guess what the intended "right" answersare, he may
feel considerable resentment. Questionnaires of this type, however,
are developed through specialised psychological techniques and clOnot
fall within the scope of this pamphlet.

a

Because of the variety of questionnaire purposes, each ,of these
four qualities of testing instruments cannot be applied in the same
way to all questionnaires. Constructors should, however, plan for and
carry through an evaluation plan for the questionnaires they develop.
The eatter of evaluation, as well as of data prqcessing, and adminis-
tration of questionnaio:es, will be.fully discussed in a subsequent ,

, pamphlet addressed to these aspects of questionnaires.

1 0
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CHAPTER 2

Plans and Objectives of a Questionnaire

Among authors of textbooks on test construction there is universal

agreement on the need for careful planning preliminary, to the actual

writing of test items and design of,the test form. Without minimizing-

the difficulty of writing items and the impbrtance of care in their

preparation and compilation, some specialists in test constrdction

believe that the decisions made before.construction c,re likely-to be

more important'and crucial than those made later..

In the course of plannitag, the constr-Ictor's judgments may be

subject to revision as he gains further information about the problem.

Revisions in judgments may also be necessary because the planning stages

are notcnecessarily mutually exclusive nor chronologically separate.

In making any survey, the'first tAsk'is to define exactly its

purpose or purposes. In order to develop a clear deTinitioD of purpos ,

the-survey conductor.should:

I. describe'in as much detail as possible t ,e overall problem

to be investigated;

decide whether a questionnaire is the proper° tool'to use in

imvestigating the problem;.

define what information will be needed;

IV. ,decide to whom the questionnaire wilIbe given;

V. decide upon the method of administration of the questionnaire;

VI. decide on the form the questionnaire will take and how the

"data will be analyzed;

y11. consider the purpose of the survey in terms of the above

factors; and

VIII. plan for continuing documentation of the process and eventual

*followup,

Describe the overall problem to be investigated

Regardless of the type of problem to be investigeted, it is always

necessary to (1) define the problem or state the general objective clearly;

(2) obtain agreement among the Persons involved'in-the study conceTning.

1
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a definition of the problem or objective; and (3) be sure that the
people involved in the administration of the survey understand the
problem thoroughly.

An example 4 a statement of.the general objective of a study
might'read as follows:

To develop an instrument or technique by which the job performance
of trainees hired from a general aptitude examination may be
evaluated. The instrument will be used in validity studies of
this examination.

It may be possible at the beginning of a survey td state the
objective very specifically, but usually it can be described only in
broad terms. However, as succeeding planning stages ate considered,
it is necessary that the objectivi be clearly ana definitely stated.

Decide whether a\questionnaire is_theproper'tool to use in investipating
the problem

Before deciding to Use a questionnaire, a survey conductor shbuld
.make certain that the information he wants can be obtained most easily
and efficiently by a questionnaire.

Questionnaires are used successfully to- gain information that is
difficult or impractical to obtain through ob'se-vation-or from records,
buPthat can be gained by interrogation. For example, employees for a
particular job, are selected on the basis of a testing instrument: In .
order to determine the effectiveness of the instrument for selection;
its validity is measured by comparing scores on.Cne test with success
on tbe job for'a sample of employees. Successful job performance could
be measured by systematic observation of employees' work and a check '

of its accuracy over.a period of time. Pften, however, this.would be
impractical, expensive, and time-consuming. A mdre usual method of
obtaining mehsures of job efficiency is to ask supervisors to rate
their subordinates on a form that contains items covering the,qualities
and behavior that contribute to success on the job. The supervisors'
ratings are the criterion with which original test scores are correlated
in order to measure test validity. The validity of the test is high if
employees who received high test scores are rated as more proficient on
the.job than are those who received low test scores.

Questionnaires are also useful tools when large numbers of respondents'
are required fOr a survey or study. If only a few people are needed to
gain the desired information, a questionnaire would not be suitable be-
cause of the.time and cost of designing it. -

A questionnaire tould also be inappropriate in the following
example. An instructor wants to evaluate a reading improvement course.

12



he could ask the participants by questionnai. It that

thJir reading ,,.ped and comprehension had in be

simpler, however, to measure, by machines ay.- no purpose,

the participants reading rate before and after the course. Comparison
of the test results at the beginning of' the course and upon its completion
would show object.ively the extent of improvempnt in reading speed and
comprehension.

Define what information will be needed'

Once the problem to be investigated has been,described, and it has
been determined that a questionnaire is the most effective Loot to use,
Lhe next stage involves defining the information needed.

Many questionnaires include certain items of information that .
identify the respondent and the questionnaire--for example, the
respondent's name, identification ,number, age, present position,
agency, and the date and place of administration of the questionnaire.
Other questi2onnaires ask for.no identification or for partial identi-
fication. When confidential or derogatory information may be needed,
and if iL is not germane to the study that the source of the-information
be identified, the respondents should be told that they need not sign
their name.

Every questionnaire constructor Should he fully aware 61 his
responsibility to the respondents ensnro th;lt his participati(n
does not work to his detriment. For example, in an employee attitude
survey, to ask for such fine breakdowns of organizational units, .

biographical data, and other areas that the supervisor could readily
identify 'the .Tesponses of a particular individual would not be fair
to the respondent regardless of whether or not his opinions agreed
with those of his supervisor.

In defining the areas of information to he covered, the constructor
should first find out whether or not there are any, previous surveys
that would prove helpful.. If such a survey is available, an evaluation
sh,uld be made of its adequacy, perhaps by consulting the people who
made Lhe survey or checking their reports to see whether all the
required data were collected. For example, in a survey of employee
satisfaction, the constructor would prepare a basic list of infor-
mation categories--adequacy of supervision, physical condition.
adequacy of training, etc.and then compare his list with the ,road

areas outlined in previous surveys of the same kind. if comparable
data are available, the constructor should use, insofar Ev. practicable,
identical questions, definitions, and quantitative units of measurement
in order that the results of his survey may be compared with the'
related, surveys mor: meaningfully. In addition, careful records of
each step in the study should be documented for future reference and
subsequent followups.

1.3
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A questionnaire constructor should not hesitate to consult othee
persons aL any stage in the planning. If he does not have snfficient
knowledge to define the broad areas of the problem 1)-- IF ild

survey .relevant literature and consult people in a piti the
knowledge, In the previously mentioned survey of employe( 'udes,
he would conduct personal interviews with employees on the j we
with their supervisors. lie would also read reports of, and invigate,
similar surveys made in industry and government.

in any survey which attempts to me_asUre opinions, preferences, or .

attitudes., the development of a questionnaire raises many technical
problems and a constructor probably should consult a skilled research,
psychologist during the entire planning process, ln many 'surveys made
in the government, a team has the responsibility for the development
and administration of the questionnaire; aL least one member of .the
team should be an expert in the particular field in which the survey
is being made.

When the broad categories of neded information have l,een deter-
mined, they should he arranged in whatever order seems most logical
and appropriate. A questionnaire may have to be shortened and some
categories eliminated. The constructor should make certain., however,
that he does not confus-e conciseness with brevity by eliminating
important categories whose exclusion will seriously impair the
questionnaire's effectiveness.

Decide to whom the questionnaire will be given

Deciding to what group the questionnaire will he given necessitates
some knowledge of the characteristics and si'ze of the group as well as
of sampling procedures,

The purpose of the survey generally determines the compOsition of
the group to be surveyed. This,determination can be made after investiga-
tion of the total possihle number and kind of people who could participate
in the survey, In many cases it is not practical to use the total possible
group, To illusLrate, a survey of morale-in a small field office could
include the entire staff of the office, whereas the same type of survey
conducted in a large central office probaLly would require selecting a
sample of employees.

Basically, a sample is selected so that it is representative of
the total "population." The total population consists of all the people
wl-) possess the characteristics pertinent to a particular study. The
sample must be representative in orde- that the conclusions drawn and
the predictions made on the basis of the sample results will apply not
only to the sample group but also to the larger population which it
represents.

lit
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A repreentative sample duplicates the characteristics ofthe total
population that are likely to influence the results of the survey. The

characteristics 1-lecessary for representativeness vary from one survey
to another, depunding on what is being surveyed. Whether members of a

sample group live in the country or in ity might be important in

a survey of public opinion and the s' ,ld have to contain members

from the city and the country in t ction that they are found

in the total population under consi 1 the survey. Whether

employees live in the ciLy or the couni, wever, would probably

not be an essential characteristic in a survey of attitudes toward

cigarette advertising.

Determination of the characteristics of the questionnaire population
will help provide inforMation necessary for actual item construction.
As will be seen later, the form and wording of questionnaire items are
extremely important, the length of the questionnaire may affect iets
usefulness, and proper motivation of respondents is Decessary for a
good survey. Knowing what kind of people are to respond to a ques-
tionnaire is essential to the development of it.

The techniques of proper sampling are complicated, and it is
essential for anyone who is not skilled in sampling techniques and
procedures to obtain teehnical assistance.

Onet: the sampling technique has been decided, a list of the steps
to be followed should be prepared for the guidance of those who will
participate.

Decide upon the method of administration of the questionnaire

One method of administration involves direct contact with the
res.pondent in a personal interview. Personal interviewing with a
.questionnaire form is a widely used technique in public opinion polling,
radio And TV surveys, and qualifications inves t_gatio ns. The interviewer

may use.a standardized questionnaire form, aSking the respondent each

question on the form and recording his answers. He may, instead, conduct

a "focused" interview. Such an interview consists of a series of open-
end or fl:ee-answer questions centering about Lhe questionnaire topic.
These que-stions are thought out in advance by the interviewer and he
record:-; the respondent's answers as nearly verbatim as possible. The

form ..(A7 tim focused interview is fairly unstructuredthat is, the
interviewer is given considerable leeway in his dealings with the
ripm(htnt.. An example of an open-end question is, "What do you think
about the city's oning laws?" Depending upon the reSpondonl's
the interviewer may go on to other questions related Lo the questionnaire
topic or be may ask furtAur quosLions about_ the 'zoning laws in order
to obtain more complete information about the respondent's opinions.

A second possible method of obtaining completed questionnaires is
to III I flit form to respondents.

15
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Finally, questionnaires may be administered directly to a gcoup,
either assembled in one place or in their usual places of work.

A decision as to the best method of administration of a questionnaire
can be made only after a review of the advantages and disadvantages Of
each method.. The following evaluations of the methods are based on the
methods themselves, assuming optimum. ,,rdirIP, of the items and optimum
administrative conditions.

Adval. ,!-1 of the personal

1. It yields a high proportion of usable, completed questionnaires
that cover the required sample population.

2. It permits the interviewer to clear up any misunderstanding or

misinterpretations of the intervidwee by repeating or rephrw:ing
questions.

3 It enables the interviewer to secure spontaneous rather than
studied responses to the questions he Asks.

4 It may provide confidential or derogatory information whic .

respondent would rv! ,,therwise furnsh. fluestion- on sub_
about which the -e- cient is liki sensitive may
sandwiched between sticins to s h :ill probably no
have an-emotional ction. Sow 'o! . too, hesitate tu
give in writing c n kinds of .111(- .ion which they wi
give orally.

Disadvantages of the pers-: interview:

1. The less structure there is in the form used by.the interviewer,
the more difficult_ it is to analyze the responses statistically.
The variety of responses given to free-answer questions does
not always lend it.wlf to coding methods which facilitate
.analysis.

2. The reliability mE a cue:.tionnaire comTlyted durim; a persr. I

in'erview is li'-
filed out 1

.Kplaining
Interviewee.
responses; a rei7
replies.

be lower than t reliability of a
r-spondent himself. e interviewer, in

adapting his lage to the particl. 7
iously or unconsc.ously affect the latt.,?r's

iew by another person might yield different

3. Personal interviews re very expensive. They are time-consuming,
and transportation c.,sts are high. They require a staff of
trained interviewer:. as well as an organization capable of
properly selecting, :raining, and supervising the interviewers.

1 6
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4. Personal interviews take more of the respondent's time than
other methods. If the respondent does not haVe sufficient time
for the interview and a return visit on the part of the inter-
viewers is necessary, the general cost of the interview is
increased.

Advantages of mail questionnaires:

1. TheY permit a broader geographical .(!a, and a larger uumber of
respondents to be covered at 1, ,spense than is possible with
personal interviews. This low . cost will not necessarily apply
if personal followups are made.

2. The expense and time necessary to insure a staff of trained
interviewers are eliminated. Much of the work involved in
mailing inquiries can 'e done by a clerical staff.

3. The questions are sta- 111 resr:

4. The respondent can cc I form at is convenience -and
take as much time as o fill 11 out.

Disadvantages of mail question:

. Many mail inquiries
of bias in the results ,

whe .turn the forns
Sarni group..

2. Man\ mail inquiries o.

incomplete or becaus(
standable.

3. The 1-ngth and appear.
its efiectiveness. A

,Iong tem:s te discoura

1, ..urned. This raif4es the pr-.)blem

Arvey because the respondents
representative of the 'otal

hle, either because they are
, iponses are not legible or under-

a mail questionnaire can -:Iuence

jch looks too complicate._ too
etion and return.

4. Respondents may not p c nfidential or derogatory
information.

5. Many questions which a-.7agonize respondents must be omitted
from mail questionnaires.

6. A questionnaire may be by someone other than the person
to whom it is addressed 7,:ample, by a secretary.

Despite the disadvantages of mai:
. out that the response rate to mar

depends upon a combination of f.,:c
and quality of the questionnair
letter, etc.

_onnaires cited, we should point .

tiem is good. lt undoubtedly
-rh(, group surveyed, the relevance

,frsuasiveness of the covering
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Advantages of questionnaires administered either ro a group assembled in
one place, or to persons at their individual workplaces:

1. When respondents sre assembled.in one place, the physical
conditions are controlled and standardized for all.

2. One or two persons can supervise the administration of the
questionnaire to large groups, and only a small staff of
trained people is needed.

3. Respondents may cooperate more fully if they are part of a
group and know that administration of the questionnair is an'
approved procedure for which time has been allotted.

4: All questionnaires are returned and are likely to be completely
filled out becaus.e-respondents can ask questions of administrators.

5. Questionnaites which are filled out by the respondents at.,.their
normal.places of work can be completed at their convenie-nte.
'With certain types of respondentS, e.g., those whocannot
always'conveniently leave their work or those who'work on
predetermined time schedules, this method is,,very advantageous.

- Disadvantages of above questionnaires:

1. Some questions may require therespondent to refer to records
for his answers. Such questibhs would not be feasible for
group administration, but--Would be satisfactory for adminis-

,--
tration in normal workPlates.

2. In greup administration, it 'sometimes happens that not all of
the membert- of the group can be assembled at one time. When
such,..a's,ituation exists, it may be practicable to schedule
more than one group meeting,,or give:the questionnaire to
respondent at their normal workplaces.

After consideration of the advantages and disar'-.,antages of th0
above-mentioned methods of administration-, a survey conductor should
select the particular method or combination of methods which will best
serve his purpose. He may decide that personal interviews will provide
information on the basis of which he can outline the general areas of
information.needed, but that the final questionnaire will be administered
.to a group. On the other hand, if respondents must refer to certain
reco-ds, he may decide to have the formsfilled out by the respondents
at CAeir individual workplaces.

-

In the investigation of candidate.s' qualifications,. which is part
of the overall examining program of the'government, the examirFr must
decide whPther to check candiciates' qualifications by personal interviews
or by mail vouchers (employment reference lorms). He makes his decision



on the basis of such fact.)rs as the grn,H of the jnb, the importance of

variation in personaliy to successful -erformance on the job, and the

number of applicants tbe investigated.

Decide on the form the questionnaire will take and how the data will be

analyzed

Regardless of what kind of survey is carried out, the survev
conductor should decide in ad ance the methed of analvsis to be employed.

surve-Y conductor must extract the ,data from each questionnaire
and collate -,Lhem for all qUestionnaires.. Then he can analyze the

j systemat _ally.

He must consider ilat data he -Jants to get in quantified form, and
wheth-r the data will be hand- or i....chine-tal'alated-. His decisions about

how :7-J on wh,:.t basis the accumulatedinfornItlion will be analyzed
influnce the content and item types to be included on the form as well

as methods to be:used in scorinr or rating replies.

The following illustration shows why planning for analysis is
necesary in order that the suryev results may be 'meaningful and useful.
An ag'ncy is f_nterested in findinp nut how wellinformed its onployees
are aDout fhe:ir retirement benefit- that the agency'may,determine
whethcr or not a retirement-informat_m program..is necessary. The

. survey conductor designs a questioni Lre form which asks specific,
factu:d questions about. retirement, d submits it either to all employees

. or -to .a.sample of employees in the ,A-ncy. The survey cOnductor in this
situation had d, :ided in advance on n-hat basis ',Ale data would be analyzed

and this insure( the inclusion of it,-ms covering all the necessary facte-s.

Analysis of item resPonses showed how much correct informati
employees really had and pointed up inaccuracies in their informaLion.
The data were briken down so that the survey conductor knew whethor
knowledge was related to such factors as grade level of employees,
types of positions held, length of service with the government, family
status of employees, exposure to,.information on retirement benefits cJ
regulations, and respondents' opinionsabout their own knowledge of

.'retirement benefits.

Once the an.' vses vere made,' the agency knew whether an inf-rmation
program was necr,lry, whether it was needed for all employees r for

special groups -ii.ployees, and, what specific nreas of retirement infor7

mation should b. 7n1Insized.

1 4
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Consider the purpose of the survey in terms of the above factors

The general purpose of the study stated at the beginning of the
pri-14ect should now be reexamined in the 1:; of the infon ltion so far
aeermined: what information will be gained by the study, who will
provide the information, by what method it will be obtained, and how
it will be analyzed after it is tabulated.

+tent c3f purpose is a summation of the planning
,0 questir re con,:::ruction. Certain changes in the original

gen :al purpose way have tu be made at this point if preliminar investi-
gation has raised new pc,-021ems. The statement or outline of purpose can
serve as a guide to plannfng and to adminsLration of the survey so that
the results will'he copl,:te and meaningf_i.

\ stat,2ment of a :enoral purpose or --roblem is 'illustrated as folloWs:

General Purpose of the t ,ject

To develop an inslrument or technique by which the job performance
Of trainees hired frOm A general aptitude examination may be.evalnated.
S)me of the trainees 'A.11 be employed ir t_le main office of thi firm;
Li others will work in branch offices L 1-oughout the -country.. rile

insl:rument will be used in validity studl-s of this examination.

Information Concerning Subsequen: P al.ning Stages

L; a questionnaire the pl:oper tool to uso?

Since the general ar2titude examination '111 be. used to fill an
es!.imated, 120 different flbs in approximatel: 50 offices throughout the
country, validity studies will require a cri:erion rating form

. applicable
to a large number of diffrent positions.

A graphic rating sc:1_ on which a supervisor compares an employee
with others in the group seems inappropriate for.this purpose, since
there will be dift .rences in employee groups in different jobs in
different offices IE s,..tems advisable to have supervisors rate employees
on specific behavior so that ratings will be comparable from job to job.

What information is needed?

Spervisors' ratings of
severaL broad aspects of job
develo7,!d on the basis of eal
that t: t items distinguished

..:mployees on irems describing behavior in
,erformance. These are items which were
ier interviews with supervisors who felt
etween good and poor employees...

Co whom will. the questionnai: be Kiven?

To supervisors of (,fflplo- es In po,-,

apt itude eY IminA i on .
lied froM the gent al
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How will it he administered?

By mail, since it will not be-p-
personally.

will. it be analyzed?

.--;11ervisors

Super.isors' ratings of job performa1.2e will be comped with
ezT_ )yees' general aptitude test scores.

F. for continuing do'cumentation of the proceSs and even:ual followuR

AcCounts of What is done should be maintained with documentation
iz t.der that there is written evidence of all procedures. Plans, and
acl ons. A questionnLire conductor should ensure that careful records,
ar, maintained of each step in the process. In the first place, it will
e . le him-to know, at any.givep-'stage, what has been done up to date and
t,. rationale for it. Secondly, it will be.oT value to other persons
w plan questionnaires along.similar lines. Documentation points up
tL approaches That provesuccessful as well as thoSe that are abandoned.

A third conideration ig the suryey, conductor, for one
.:;on or another, has any plans to followup,on the group surveyed,at

la',)r date, he must have access to all facets of the current studyAn
IDTHer to plan realistically and intelligently for th=2 followup.
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CHAPTER 3

Defining Questionnaire Content

The first step in the construction process is to describe in detail
the specific questionnaire content. The list or outline of specific
content is a detailed breakdown of the general areas of information
decided upon for the study.

The constructor breaks down each general erea of information into
the necessary specific areas. The number\of specific areas of information
within a general area is dependent on the breadth of objectives of d
particular survey.

At this stage the constructor should work closely with specialists
in,the particular field wfth which he is concerned. They will help to
subdivide the general areas into small, distinctly separate units.

It is imperative for.-the constructor to keep a careful written list
of the content details. Later, when the items are written, he c'an ndicate
on the detailed content lst the individual items on the forM that provide
information for each part of,the list. This procedure will insure coverage
of each area of,required information with one or more questionnaire item's.

The following illustrations show how two different kinds of general
information areas are subdivided into specific areas. First we Will show
how the general area of "identification" information.can be broken down.

Identification Information

Identification of Respondent Iden'tification of Questionnaire

1. Identification Number 1. Title (usually supplied)
2. Name 2: Sponsoring organization (ditto)
3. Address 3. Place of administration

'Seg Date compit- .

5. Age (birthdate) Interviewer name or number)
6. Agency or installation
7. Branch, Section, Unit, Company
8. Position (grade, salary,

of service)
length

9. Other: Lfst

2 2



Following is an outli,ne of,the breakddwn of one of the factors

(Nature and Extent of, Supervisory Control) that is used in determining

standards for a'series of positions.

1. Nature .:11d Extent of Supervisory Control (for all employees)

A. N re of Assignments

1. Extent of detailed information given in assignments with

regard to

a. objectives
b. procedures
c. method§
d. kind and variety'of assignment

2. Grade level determining factors of position

3. Frequency of assignment

a. reguillar

b. cyclical
c. seaonal
d. onel-time assignment

B. Supervisory Control over Procedures and Methods ;

18

1. Extent of responsibility for planning procedures and methods

a. Who plans?
b. Who reviews plans?
c. Who approves plans?
d. Relation to kind and variety of assignment

2. Extent of responsibility for carrying out assignmenti'

Who carries them out?
Who reviews the work?

C. Who approves the work?
d. Relation to kind and Variety of assignment

3. Frequency of supervisory control over procedures and methods

a. regular
b. periodic

upon completion of work
related to kind and variety of assignment

2 3
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II. Nature and Extent of Supervisory Control (for superviL,rs only)

A. All of the abOve information needed about supervisors' control
over the work pf others

B. Exuent of Supervisory Control as Related to

1. number.of subordinates
2. grade.levels of subordinates
B. specific characteristics of assjgnment (technical,

inter-agency, intra-agency, reseArch, etc.)
-44-- kind and variety of assignment

:2 4
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CHAPTER 4

Selecting ApprOpriate Item Types

Decide what type of items to use in the questionnair

Items can be either subjective or objective, depending on the
method of scoring.or rating. Subjective items, i.e.\ open,end or free-
answer items, are thoe in. which the subject re,-Tonds to the item

own words. The nature of the responses to.these itemS requireS a sub-

jective evaluation of the response by a rater. Often, however, he' has

ratng standards to use as a guide in Making his judgments.

Objective items do not inyol've subjective judgment in their
scoring, although the respondent may use Subjective j'Idgment in answer>
ing the question. Objective items are rated 'on the basis of,a scoring'

system which does not permit raters to differ in their evaluation-of

item responses.
'-

We cannot say that any one type of.item is the "best6 type. We can

describe the characteristics, advantages,' and disadvantages of each.
The type or types that will be most useful tor a pariicular qUestionnaire
is determined after comparing the scoring methods, 'methods of administra-.

approprPateness of.different types for the subject matter o'f

the questionnaire.

Characteristics and examples.of various item types

A. Free-answer, open-end items

The basic characteristic of an open-end item.isthat it provides the
respondent freedom of response. The amount.of freedom .ries from one

qtlestion to another, depending on the limits inherent in the.item.

Example 1:. Have you any additional comments to make about the
on-the-job training you receivedl

ExamPle 2: Is there anything else you w6uld like to say abdut
your job?

,----.s

The fixst example 'gives the respondent freedom to,.makeany comments
he likes about the training he received, provided_he-iimits his discuss-

, - v.
ion to-on-the-job training. The second example--1S a wi,de-open question ,..

in which the 'respondent haS complete freadoth to discuS's anS;thing related
,

..-

to his job.
2

r-

2 5
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Ip the exploratory phases of a survey it is,,Often of,value to de4'
vise open-end questions in order to gt leads- for thedevelopment 2f the
general and specific areas of informat1on.neededi "To
planning a "job satisfaction" survey, it:AS'necesaary to knowthe basic
conditions'or fact-ors that influence:employee satisfaction cin the job..
'By asking) a sample of employ'ees in a'p'articular office or in particular
positions to answer'sMe general questions designed to bring out their
reaons;for'jbb satisfaction or-dissetisfaction, the constructor-con

,
formUlate the general factors in the work situation thaL make for such'
satisfaction or dissatisfaction. Later, on the basis of the general

;factors, specific hbjective questionnaire items cau be.preparod..-

Open-end questions,ca:. servo as Ysafety-valve" or "catch-all"
questions. They frequentiy are included to give participants the oppor-
tunity to furnish additional information about questiOnnaire subject
matter:or to discuss an area Rot covered in thestruetured part-of.the
questionnaire form. When inc'luded in questionRaires which deal with
attitudes and ()Pinions ratherthan obseryations and facts, they may
supply information not otherwise obtai;Rable and also:\give re3pondents the
feeling that they have had a ChanCe to write- Or say everything they wish.

Open-eRd'questions may--be used successfully as f\pllowup items, ask-
ing for fu'rther detaiLs',. examples, suggestion r&.41.Sons. .

;

Example_3: If your answer to A, B, or C is "yes", give details in
_iteM

Example 4:

. Example 5.: Anything else?

-Example 6: Give an example of

Free-answer questions, that ask how many; fiow long, to what extent,
etc. ,should be so phrased that respondents know the Units,-time
vals/, or degrees in which their answers should be expresed. The-:que
tiOn, "How often do you change jObs?" wouldbe'improVed
)aorded to ask,'"How often in2the last 10 years-have you,ehanged JobY,//Similarly, "How muCh of your time doyou spend typing?-:" shouldThe re-
vised to ask, "In an average day, what percentage of :ygur-Iime is spent.
*Ping?"

T1 time required to-answer open-end,.qUestions is much greaterhan
the 'time required.to answer objectiye,type items. This may discourage
some respondents, particularlY recipients of mail.questionnaires; frOm
completing'ithe formakcarefnlly or completeLy as they. Mixht. They,may'
-be unwillieng to.Ariedong answei-s,':Or too busy to take the time to do

<.)

2 6.,
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so. Furthermore, they may not feel that they understand the question
or the issue thoroughly enough to comment on it without additional

guidelines.

When free-response items are used in personal interviewing, they

may increase the time required for the interview if the respondent

giVes long answers which the interviewer must record.

Because the content and language of each respondent's answer to the

same open-end question differ, it is difficult to compare the answers of

different respondents. The answers, too, in addition to taking.a sub-
stantial amount of time to score because of the amount of material to
be read, require subjective judgments on the part of the rater. He

must try to avoid bias in rating free-answer items; sometimes a rater's

personal characteristics, attitudes, and opinions may influence his

evaluation of a response'even.though standards or guides for rating

the item are provided. ,

It has been found that there_is-much higher agreement on the

rating of free-answer'questioni-among trained, than among untrained

raters. This finding is not surprising since a training course woUld

undoubtedly include discuision of the questions themselves and the
standards of rating for each individual item. However,.even assumin&

trained and impartial raters, rating is complicated by differences in

the meaning of words to the various respondents as well as to the re-

spondents as compared with the rater.

With some free-response questions, it is possible for the con-

structor to decide in advance that the replies will be arr.anged in

logical groupings. In an analysis of data by age, for example, the
constructor can prepare age boxes (21-25, 26-30, 31-35) etc. and ask

the respondent to put a checkmark in the appropriate box.

To summarize, free-answer, open-end questions have definite use-

fulness under certain conditions. However, in view of the potential
difficulties involved in their use, it is well, in general, to consider---
using other item typeS when they can appropriately provide the necessary

informatIon.

B. Short-answer items

Short-answer items are a limited kind of fr.p, item. They

are.statements or, questions which require thc to supply a

'brief answer in a space provided for that pu

The respondent is given more leeway in his answ Alan in forms

where alternative responses.arc listed. The item tLic and.wording,

2 7
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determine whether individual short-answer items assume the characteris-
tics of free-answer items or of objective items. The more freedom the
subject is given, the greater is the resemblance to open-end items and
the more difficult the objective scoring.

Example 7: (limited) The lowest salary. I will accept is $
a year.

Example 8: (fairly unlimited) -List che comparable jobs to which
these employees could be transferred.

Short-answer items are used in questionnaires when the topic of the
item is such that the number of possible responses does not permit the
.item to be written in multiple-choice form but the constructor, never-
theless, wants 'Lc) put as much limitation on the item as possible.

CompletiOn of short-answer items sometimes depends on the individ-
ual's recall of information or on his supplying information obtained
from records or other sources.

Example 9:

Fill in the columns below for each of your arrests for violating- a

'driving law (not parking) DURING THE PAST TEN YEARS. Be accurate and
complete. A check of police traffic records and court records is made
routinely for everylapplicant.

Arrested for what? What Where? Were Was permit
(speeding, driving. year? ,(city you revoked or
while drunk, pass- or con- suspended?
ing a red light, town vic-
etc.) and ted?

State)

How much was
the court
fine or the
sentence?
How much was
the fine or
the collat-
eral without
going to
court?

2 8
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Example 10: The number of reports of rating mailed bv-your
section last month was

ln this case, Lhe respondent may not remember the number of reports
mailed bv hiS section during the past month, but he can Lind out and re-
port the proper number on the form.

Examples 9 and 19 would not be satisfactory for inclusion on a
questionnaire form to be administered in a group situation where records
or other sources of information are not available. Example 9 is taken .

from a form which an applicant completes at home and submits wfien he
applies Jur a position. Example 10 could be used successfully either in
a personal interview or on a form filled out by the respondent at his
desk.

C. Dichotomous or two7response items

The dichotomous item form provides the respondent with only two
'alternatives from which to select his answer. The, alternatives consist
of separate, mutually exclusive categories, such as "Yes-No", "Agree-
Disagree", and "Right-Wrong."

Example 11: Are you now employed by the Federal Government,?

Yes 1

No 2

Two-way questions are at the opposite,extreme from free-answer ques-
tions. Open-end items give the respondent freedom of response, but di-
chotomous items force him to decide between two choices. Forcing, a de-
cision is satisfactory provided that the issueljnvolved is a clear-cut
dichotomy and the choices are realistic.

Manv issues have only tido sides, e.g., "is or is not" or "know or
know not." Such issues a:t:e particulo.rly appropriate for.dichotomous item
construction.

Example 12: Are you currently engaged in more than one paid
employment?

Yes- 1-71 No i

Example 13: Check one: Malej 1 Female

Dichotomous questions are commonly used im combination With other
item types.when the basic issue uestionably Iwo-choice, .but further

2 9



deta-' are required.
per:. reeeivt

This oe asked
the , quality,
choi

,d.e, it

trainit
ice quest

.1 train.
k

rable . find

Lion v. LI1 his

ther tails r,

Lain, from m'

-..)-way quest: carefull. worn so that Lhe resp,
has , Lear underst .nd what inform,Ition is wanted.

_tample 14: I en ii cafeter: , in m, ildinr verv

1

2 5

If a respondent che( "Yes", it. _c,.uld An that in brings his
lunch from home every d d eats it_ while L ing in the cafeteria, en
that he buys as well aL; ea:-; his lunch there, lt could Mean that he'
brings part of his lunCh and buys the rest in the cafeteria. A "No".an-
swer could indicate that he dues nie of the possibilities mentioned,
hut eat.s outside the builc:ing most-or all of the time.

The wording and m_.aning in this example are ambiguous .all the way
through. The word "eat" I a not defined clearly (is it buying or actually
consuming the food?) and the expression "every day" is so limited that
many people who "eat" in the cafeteria almost every day would hesitate
to answer affirmatively. It-would be difficult for the- respbndent to
know how to answer because he would not know precisely what information
was needed. The rater would not know what the responses really meant
sipce so many interpretations of the item are possible.

In two-way questions, both alternatives are not necessarily stated.
Ifwe ask the- question, "Are you going to the library today", the im-
plied negative "or not:'" seems.so obvious, and the possibility of mis-
interpretation so slight, that, it need not be included. Studies have
shown, however, that no matter how clear such questions appear, it is
possible that the assumption may be challenged. In case of any doubt,
it is always safer to state the question completely.

Many public opinion surveyorsfind that dichotothous questions are
adv'antageous because they are easY to answer and to score, and can be
des4ned to fit many situatior.3. They feel too, that such questions
-come.closest to duplicating the types of decisions which most people are
accstomed to making. This does not mean that the final choice of re-

.spottise_to a two-sided opinion or attitude question is simple. Before se-
Jecting his answer a respondent may have made several decisions of which
he is unaware.

One Of the limitations of even carefully written dichotomous_

3 0



opinion )r.a.ttitude ( 'esti

a general or overall pinL
tion of reasons for t e opin
fications the respondnt may

As an example, one might
or not liking a job. A respc
dislike certain aspects of it.
supervisor. He may like his
would not make a change unles
the other hand, he may be hap
special offer were made him.

the respondent were a.
his answer would not yield th;
vey conductor might find, it us
question such as this one, and
components of liking or not li
put in multiple-choice form in
ab6ut specific factors such a:
conditions, and salary. The
response to the original "like?'
data for analysis of the eleme:;..

Issues.concerned with attit._
yet respondents are frequently
questions. Such issues .freque7.

only two choices are giyeh.

26

e final resp ;Ise ind-I2 only
. It does n.:)t give Lnv dica-
intensity of it, or .4 qunli-
Lt.

,-1(2 question relating to _ king
enerali:- like his job, bu: still
ike hiE duties but not
-king conditions so well hat he
rdinary opportunity art On
)ut willing to change i

Du or do you not like your job.:"
_ information. However, the sur-
_:.clude a dichotomous generalized
.Lude questions to investigate.the
b. The latter questions ;could be

o- obtain the respondent's opinion
-vision, training, job duties, work

,s to these items, together with. the
)t like" item would provide valuable
make fo r. job satisfaction.

md opinion are not always clear-cut,__
to express the in dichotomoustype
.oduce a third response, even though

Example 15: Have layoffs Acd fai-1:1y? Yes 17-7, No '

The extra response may be 't know", "both",
"neither"; or "no opinion." If ,.iuestion islpresented orally, the
interviewer reaords the unsolic Lil_rd response. On .a written form,
however, some provision must be made for the extra response; otherwise,
the question may be omitted. There would be no way of knowing thereason
for the omiqsion and the ques on would not yield any information.

The writing of dichotomous 7as to i7vestigate attitbde and
opinion (like the writing of ar: att_Lude and-cpinion items) is a t'ech:
nical job. The public opinion . -tel_r_ure is filled with examples of how
changes of a word or- two Ln a d1.-hor=ous item significantly change-the
response .to that item; Unless que..ticnnaire constructor is a special-
ist in,the investigation of ati 1de anA opinion, it would be advisable
to get technical ass:istance.

3 1



D. Multiple-choice items

Multiplehoic itgArs are composed f an introductory part', call
the item premise, mid a list of three or more alternative responses
which a respo:Aent at least one answer. His freedom of choi(

greater than n a t dce quusLinn, but is more'limiLed Lhan in
response item.

\\I

Multiple-choice items,have the following advantages:

1. ....They are easy fol) the respondent to complete.

The ro.opion4.el does not haVe to express in his own words the
formation desired, as he does in an open-end question. Alth,

he has More material to read, he does not have to write or g
oially an answer which may be lengthy.

Recording the response is easy because the respondent merely
has to make some sort of mark,. i.e., place a checkmark next
to a 'response or in an answer'box, circle the Proper answer,
or blacken a space on an answer sheet.

2. They are easy to score or rate.

Scoring or rating is also a simple process; items can be scored
by 771and or by scoring machines. The responses can,be lettered
or numbered and arranged so that the codinik and extraction of

data are routine clerical operations.. Multiple-choice re-
sponses, like those of other objective item types, can be pre-'
coded. In cheeking the response, the subject is..actually
coding or classifying his answer.

3. They can elicit varieties as-well as degrees of information,
opinion, and fact.

A two-way question provides only responses which represent a
ch,-ice between two extremes. In some cases, e.g., the male-
feillale dichotomy, the number of responses is obviously limited.
On the other hand, open7end questions can,produce 'such wide
va_rieties or so many gradations of opinion or factual informa-
tion that categorization or classification is difficult or
unwigldy. For example, place of birth (city) permits a practi-
cally limitless number, of categories. Multiple-choice items
are not suitable in either of the above illustrations;.they are
appropriate "when the minimum number of responses is three, and
the maximum,number is finite. .

3 2



response

TpH t). ( twc :h , ice larit

Mar-

(multiple- irit

choice) a.

b. ivcoc2d
c. 'epai-Jted

d. idcwcd
e. Singic

b. M,Asir,-,ment of degree

Singl-_--

E;Ampl._-. 17: .(two-choice) What is your opinion of the
employee's overall compe-
tence?
Satisfactory 1. 1

UnsatiIfactory r

(multiple.- Check -7.he box that repre-

choice) sents -,oty opinion of the
'employee's compe-

tence.

Outstanding

Good

Fair

Poor 7-1

4. Multiple-chzice it,ms may bc '7ritten in var.)us forms that

allow the w-L.ite-7- Jexibi1it n item constrliction.

The item cc '3tructor seleLL_ Jie -irticular multiple-chz.ize
form whioh s most- Lor _h item to:ic. 'A single
questionnal-:e m3v contain sE era_ -i_fferent -,iinds of multiple-

choice item..

a. -,quiring only on-:- an:Twer

1 Inc .mplete premise and three co, more alternatl,es

3 3
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18: In hi . .11, I t,loL a

a) coi:eg'! .,reparalory course

b)- LiHr_-. Arts Cazrse

c) cc--:m Al arts --)urse

cI me al arts course
a.) ther th o those listed

.re Fremise (Ciras question or statement and

or more alterna- -es)

e ia fliic1 o: following best repre-

sent: y. a,.ocetiona: level as of the

end of ti :shool year?

Some high _chool

tompleted dgh school

Some cbllege or specialized
school a')ove high school
level ( och as business
collegE or nursing)

Eachelor-s degree or equi-
valent

Som :saduate work , 71
'La- :ree Z 7

jegree or equivalent

above the mas.ter's
-L I

Do aegrae or equivalent

reui717-2 :ha: sne answer

-7:complEL-a a:z three or more Alternatives A

J: FaEe c-rck the appropriate space or
,spaces. . _

3 4
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I have know

an uncle

[ a vidl_

El r

a

ot r

:andidate as

.!cient

istant

-Jistant

mpLete premise andl thre r more altern,tives

omple Theck all c e following p-)sition

evaluat on ods whic* y use to
.determi , 1, s of worl_.

Feral sition Ian

F--1 J.:11) Ran:-

] ]
F.T.ctor C mnarison

I

I
1- t Ne d (rating 3

sicto: gree vales

c--1

c Forms to determine degr amc_.7it, or inteny

In queslf_onnaires des:, D mes-:re .the .n-

terests, :nowledgc 27 the respondents

is ofte-: degree, amount, -r

tensitY. =at:. s _n ,ach questiOn are deg -es

or steps tr. L_ Lie -range of the ,:ontinuu: is

from One ,:s:trem, anc.._:ler (most to least, like to .is-

like e::cellent =he steps are graduated, :rie

number cf ste3s d.ana.:_g on tne degree of discrimin Lon

desi7.7ed. The item cons-:_rucor makes the limitS of t.
continum as 7ide or as narrol.: as is necessary or appo-

priate th. topic.
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Example 22: How vo.J. feel about t posed city
sales

Str3n;,..._y approve

[ 1 Appro-E-,

Undec ed

fl
L SLrongly disapprove

As in the example ab:-. it is often nec-,,ssary to p77flyide
a response such as '-_.:nae:ided", wnaVe nc definite opinion",
"not sure", etc. In 7-:.an: questions, how.ver, providing
such a choice permits res-ndents to avt 1 giving'a -

ite answer when such ,,wer is :,ossi

Example 23: What do y la --ink of your ,mmediate
supervisor::

very muc:
D. h

z. Dis1i1& .im
1. Dis1ik,1 ry

Don't kr

Since everyone knows whe ikes his El=er-
visor, a noncommittal a., sue. 't flow"

i_not be included among ...Lrerna

Rankin& items are usee to determi-1, relative snanc_Ings. The re-

spondent is asked to arrange a list of star_ements, 1.7rd:: phrases, or
ipeople in the order of his p-reference. ranks suc:, a st on tb='

of a given standard. For example, emplc. ,es may be as1<.,--: to rank c:::1:1 of

several work duties on the basis of -he 7,:lative amour. , time spen: in
their performance. case :elative rn.nt c
time an employee spends pet-

Although most re-ki ubjec-_1-%- th,

of the repondent, th. ect.ye. tc ane_lyzE,

tained.

A constructor must be awar of a serious li=itat. n of rankfg
items. .He,cannot assume that the 1-"rvals between th -.1-anks are

On an item in which the respOndents rank job duties ac:. reing to the

3 6
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amount of ti7 spent on them, 'a job.duty given the rank of "1",.the most

time-consumi duty, may not necessarily take very much more tiMe than

the duty to hich a rank.of "2" is assigned. The duty ranked in third

place, howev r, may take much more time than the duty to which the re-

spondent assgns fourth position. By statistically combining the rank-

ings of all respondents to a particular item, a survey conductor can get

average (meaTI) ranks-for each factor and measures of spread, in the rank-

ing of each :;:ctor among respondents. He can not conclude, however,0 that

the duty whic.:h received an average rank of "3" took twice as much time

to perform as dUty w:th an average rank of "6". He can conclude that

, certain duties took more or less time than other8.

Example- 1.4: Listed below ar'e various.job duties. Please.rank

these duties accordin.g to the pexeentage of time you

spend on them in an average week. >Write a (1) in-the,

right-hand column obPositethe duty on,which you spend

the greatest percentage of your time, a (2) opposite

,the duty on which you spend the next largest percent-

age of your time, etc. If you spend a substantial

amount of time on a duty which is not listed, indi-

cate, both the duty and its rank order under "oth'er

(specify)".

Job Duty Rank Order of Job Duty
by Amount of Time Spent

Assigning jobs
Obtaining equipment and

materials
Reviewing employees' work
Training employees
Keeping records
Scheduling work
Devising improvements
Attending meetings
Other (specify)

Descri_ptive items involve the rating of people or vatiables without

comparison in ranking items) to other persons or variables in the

same groL. , items can be tjser to gain information about one or

more pers,; _ciabJes with respect to certain- opinions, attitudes,

interests, . The item categories or steps on the continuum represent

a systematization of judgments, asseSsments, or ratings from which the

'respondent selects his answer.

The degrees or steps in the cbritinuum may be defined in brief, ab-

stract terms, or in more detailed descriptive terms. In either case, the
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constructor should be certain that the alternatives are_separate and
clear, and that they cover the range of the particular interest or att,i-
tude completely.

:The variety of descriPtive item forms is limitless. When constrUct-
,ing an item, the constructor can adapt an existing form or he can devise
a form suitable for the material with whicti he is working. The forms
differ in format and Wording, but all require merely a checkmark, number,
or symbol to complete the items.

Example. 25: Does your supervisor give you clear, detailed, and
complete directions about your.duties?

always
most of the time
sometimes
never

Example 26: Does your supervisor give you adequate instructions
about your duties.?

His instructions are always clear and complete._

His fnstructions are usually clear and complete,
but I occasionally have to ask him about one
or two details.

His instructions are often unclear and incOm-
plete, .and I frequently have,to check details
with him.'

His'instructions are rarely clear and complete.

Example 27: For each task, circle
(L) if you like to,do it
(I) if you are don't care whether

you do-it or not
(D) if!you dislike doing it.

1, Replace fluorescent bulbs. .1., I D
2. Install an air-conditioner L I D

5. In multiple-choice items, the constructcr does not have to
de'pend on the respondent's recall of aL possible alternatives
before selecting a final response, as is necessary in free-
answer items, because practically all of the possible answers
are provided. -Even though the number of possible alternatives
in an tem may be great, it is still preferable to writethe
item in an objective multiple-choice form than it is to sift
through much written material. -Preliminary research usually
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brings out almost all of the expected responses, and the small
proportion that are not provided for can be written in an "Other

(specify)" category.

Example 28: (free answer) List all technical manus which you
refer to in the coure of your regu-
lar duties.

Example 29: (multiple-choice)

Check all technical manuals Which
you refer to 'in the course of your
regular duties:

c.

TM 201
TM 203
TM 204
TM 208
TM 219
Other (Specify)

When.completing the.free-answer question, an employee might forget
to_list one or two of the manuals, particularly if he does not use
them frequently. In the multiple-choice question; the, constructor
has included all the manualS which, byjnvestigation, he is reason-
ably sure that employees in the particular job normally use in
their work. A.respondent is unlikely to omit any since the list
serves as a reminder to him.

'3 9
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CHAPTE: 5

Classifying Questfonnaire Data-

Decide how , code and ex Jata

Earlier in this paniphi e ied practicality of scoring as one
Of the essential characteris I s cf a good,quesLiGnnaire. Planning for

scoring and ektraction of do:a is part of the process of constructing a -

questisnnaire, although it I not a separate or exclusive step in the
1)rocess. It is a continuin :onsideration during the stages of deciding..

,on the types of items to be .1cluded, their arrangement, and the layout'

of the questionnaire.

How the data will be a: _yzed should be decided early in the question-
naire construction 3ince th will affect the types of items .used, tDeir
scoring, and .possibly their arrangement in the questionnaire.

In brder to extract from completed questionnaires in,ati-.orderly
,

..a.nd accurate way, a coth_laz (scoring or rating).system is :devised toCover
eAch.item on the questt=aire fcrm. A system for' codug- the reSponses

consists of assigning num"ters or symbols (letters,>abbreviationa,.etc.)
to each possible answer. Ttm codes classify the-responses'sothat the
information received from rescondents can.be-"easily extracted ..and tabu-
lated preparatory to anaysis. The respondent may select'his answers in
accordance with the prescribed code.:sfecified in the:directions given
him, or the interviewer.may code.-the respondent''S. answers._ In'cases
'where a predetermined code has' not been develOped,'the coding is done
by traine&coders after,t-he questionnairdS have been completed.

The type of,cbding system Used in questionnaires is, in general',
/dependent on whether the data are to be tabulated by machine or ,by hand.
Machfne tabulation Tequires numerical or alphabetical codes. -Tor hand
tabulation, any coding sym'ools may be used.

Exceptions to usual coding procedures are the methods used for
rating application forms andqualifications questionnaires .(vouchers)
as part of the Federal examining process. Thethe rating methods are

'described in appropriA_e government publications.

Coding Of different 17.ypes of items presents different problems which / .

Should be kept in mind while individual items are being designed.
i"

The development of a coding system for items is a complicated process
requiring the preparation of groupings and subgroupings-of-possibleesponses
to which-grobp and subgroup codes_can-be-asSigned. These groupin S are

'made-On basis of the results of pretesting the items.

4 0
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Open-end.items, which are scored subjectively.by a rater, are
difficult to code. The rater reads each response and assigns what he
thinks is the appropriate code to it.

Since the rater must, in many cases, use personal judgment in the
asSignment uf codes, the reliability of the coded ratings from one rater
to another, or even for the same rater on a later reratihg, may not be

. statistically high enough to be acceptable.

There are, of course, times 'when a questionnaire author feels that,
for his purp0A, free-answer items would be the most suitable form to use,
in spite of the difficulty of rating them. However, he should be sure
that the informatioh neeued cannot be obtained from a different item
type that could be handled more easily.

Many objective-type questionnaires contain one or two free-anar
items. The rest of the questionnaires can be coded routinely, and the
open-end responses can be rated carefully in accordance with a pre-
arranged coding .system.

The coding of objeCtive-type items is siMple and rOutine matter.
Twoichoice and multiple-choite questions can be set up so that the coding
is actually done by the respondent at the sc-e time that he checks his
response.

Example 30: Are you a citizen of the United States of America?

Yes I

No 2

i(Gircle the number to the right of the answer you select.)

The numbers'"1" and "2" are code numbers and the "x" is also a code
which the ciuestionnaire reviewers use to indicate that no data are obtained;
that is, 'when the question is omitted or both alte'rnatives are circled.

In an item such aS Example 30, the proper ruimber (which is the same
as the code symbol) is marked either on the questionnaire form or cin an
answer sheet by the respondent. The extraction of coded data can be done
directly from the answer sheet or questionnaire fOrm.

There are two main advantages in using a code system which. involves
the numbering or lettering of item responses (precoding). First, later
coding'of reponses is avoideu, resulting in economy of time and money.
Second, the possibility of error in marking.the codes by a second person
is eliminated.
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Examples like the one above normally appear on questionnaires
completed by the respondents themselves. Similarly, in recording
subjects' responses on an interview form, an interviewer marks codes.

Example 31: Respondent's age: 1 1 20-29

F-1 30-39

40-49 ,

50 or above

In the above illustration., it would not be necessary ,for the inter-
viewer to write down the respondent's exact age; he would merely check
the appropriate box. Thus the question is answered and coded in the
same operation.

One possible difficulty may occur in precoded items if a large
'percentage of responses to an item are found in a "catchall" or "Other
(sPecify)" category.

Example 32: Responsibility for this work-is assigned to which of
the following organizational levels?

EDbureau

1-1 division

ED unit

F-1 other (specify)

If many responses fall into the last category, a reexamination of
the alternatives must be made, and the categories made more realistic.
Such a difficulty is less likely to arise if questionnaire items are
pretested.

Short-ansver items cannot be precoded because the respondent writes
/ his response, or the interviewer writes the respondent's own words. How-

ever, the quest:nnnaire constructor can, in advance, design a coding
system for short .nswer questions to which he feels only a limited'number
of alternative answers can be given. Codes would be marked after the
form was completed by the respondents. For example, a short-answer item
might ask the subject to fill in his annual salary. Later coding of
answers would be routine because codes could be assigned to different
salarieu on the basis of predetermined categories ($3000-$3999; $4000-
$4999; $5000-$5999, etc.).

4 2
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CHAPTER 6

Writing the Questionnaire Items

Item writing is essentially a creative task. It is therefore diffi-

cult to provide a writer with a list of directions that will enable him

to produce good items every time.

Some of the general principles which apply to the writing and improve-

ment of the questionnaire items are discussed in this pamphlet. Success

will depend on how carefully the writer appij.es these principles.in his

writing.

Before attempting actual item writing, the constructor must familiarize

himself completely with the purpose of the questionnaire and its specific

content. He must know how the form is to be administered and be familiar

with the characteristics,of the respondent group. Knowledge of the types

of items available for use, as well as their advantages and disadvantages,
and the possible methods of classifying the information are also essential.

When a writer develops A questionnaire^with the help of subject-matter
specialists, he and the specialists chould work out the first draft of the
.items together so that errors in content and in form and wording dre
prevented.

If possible, the constructor should devise more than one item dealing
with a specific subject-matter topic even though only a single item covering
that topic will be included in the final questionnaire form. Each proposed

item should be arranged or worded differently, although each should be as
well constructed as possible. Some of the items will prove 'useful and
others will be eliminated on .the basis of reviewers' ,comments'Nand prelim-
inary and final tryout. In many studies, two forms are designed for
later comparison. Construction of more.than the minimum number of items
in the beginning will facilitate compilation of the two forms.

fhe constructor must maintain a careful record of each item. This

record will facilitate the sorting of items by content.to insure adequate
subject-m;:i, coverage, and aid in the compilation of the questionnaire
items. :eviews of the items should be attached to the original item.

Each item should be neatly written or typed on a separate card or
sheet of paper which should also.include the following information:

l) the specific area of information which the item is designed
to cover

2) the sources, if any, (bock3, pamphlets, interviews, records,
etc.) from which the item or basis for the item it.taken

4 3
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3) the writer's name or initials

An individual questionnaire i!,em must meet the same requirements
that any other testing instrument must meet in order Lo be most effective.

A good questionnaire item;

A) is limited Lo a single topic;

B) is appropriate to the subject group and administrative method;

C) can be scored or rated in.accordance with a predetermined
system;

D) is written in precise, understandable, unbiased language;

E) is arranged in a logical position witlin the questionnaire; and

F) yields Valid and reliable information.

AlLhough an item cannot be satisfactory unless it meets all these
conditions, the conditions are interdependent. An item will probably .not
be valid and reliable unless the other conditions are fulfilled. For ex-
ample, one which contains language that,,is too 'technical for the subThct
.group is not likely to yield either valid or reliable information.
Similarly, an item which is inappropriate for the partiétilar administrative
method cannot be valid for Lhe purpose for whichit was designed. The
characteristics of a good questionnaire.item.aee described in further
detail as follows:

A. The subect matter'of the item must be limiCed.

The subject matter of each item should cover only one specific topic
with the topics taken from the areas of information previously decided
upon asessential to the study.

When more than one idea pr topic is presented in an item, the respon-.
dent has difficulty providing an answer or selecting a response.. Such-an
item is called 6double-barreled."., AnalYsis of responses will be meaning-
less because there will be nO way of knowing to whicb idea the subjects
really respondecU

Example 33: Are you able to discuss work problems wi.th your
supervisor in private and in confidence?.

The example is double.-barreled because it is actually asking
questions--.can you discuss work problems with your supervisor in private,
and can yu discuss thcm with him in confidence.

4 4
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That the topic must be relevant to, and valid for, the purpose of
the survey appears to be an obvious point. However, it is mentioned
here as a reminder to a writer to check the subject matter of each item
he prepares against the list of specific information needed. It is poor
practice to ask for unneeessary information.

B. The item must be appropriate to the subject group and administratiVe
conditions.

A constructor must familiarize himself in advance with the character-
istics of the group to whom a questionnaire form will.be submitted fn order
to insure that the'content and language of.the items.are adapted to the
particular group. He must be certain that:the group members are likely
-to provide, on the basis of-their experience, knowledge, or observation,
the desired information. In order to investigate the relative effectiveness

-of different aspects of a recrOitment Program, for example, job applicants
are asked from what source they learned about the particular examination
for which they applied. The question should be worded.so that.tbe
individual applicant will report only on how he learned about.the examina-
tion, not on how his friends learned about it.

The language of the item must be appropriate for the respondent group
in order to gain reliable information. Since,item wording will be discussed
in detail later in this section, only one of the considerations in item
wording, its appropriateness, will be discussed here.

The language of the item should be such.that the lpeSt educated of a
group do not feel that the language is beneath them, yet it should be simple
enough for the least well educated to understand. When the sample group
is either of mixed educational 'background .or of fairly low-level education,
the words used should be comprehensible, to'the least well educated of.the
group. When the subjects have a high level of education, words of greater
.difficulty may be used than would be suitable for either a mixed or low-
level educational group.._ The more syllables in a word, the more difficult
it is, and the longer the sentence, the more difficult the material is to
comprehend. There is some evidence that material is more readily under-
stood when it is read than when it is heard. Therefore, for paPer-and-
pencil forms, the language of the items. May be more difficult than could
be used in personal interviewing.

Special care must be taken to avoid including technical or trade terms-
in an item unless it is certain that the respondents will clearly under-
Stand them. When it is .necessary to use such terms, and if_there are any
doubts about their being underlitood, they should to,e explained. An explana
tion would thus insure each respond6nt's having the same orientation before
completing the item. The constructor might, however, determine by item
tryout how well the terms are understood.

4 5
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How does one decide whether an item is appropriate for the administra-
tive method which will be used in a study? The respondent must be able
to complet'e the item under the specific administrative method, unless the
item is one which may call for a "no opinion" or "don't know" response
under any kind of administration.- An item on a form to be completed in
a group situation cannot ask for information Or which the respondent
must refer to recerds, but such an item could be used on a form filied
out at the respondent's usual place of work or by personal interview.

We assume that theappropriateness of item content for the particular
administrative method has been considered in the course of planning for.
questionnaire construction. Nevertheless, it is advisable to keep this
in mind sO that an unsuitable item will be eliminated early in the con-
struction process.

C. The item must be cal;able of being scored or rated in accordance with
a predetermined system.

To fulfill this condition, the format of the item; that is, the ym-

of item and the provisin for response, must.be in accordance with tl
scori or rating syst:. planned for the forM.

A form to be s _ objectively must be composed of indiVidual i7em
which can be scored c _.:ctively either by hand or by machine. In writ.,

.the items, the const-uctor uses the scoring, system as a guide to item
type and directions for response. The scoring of the whole form will be
easier if as many items as possible haVe the same format,,although it is
not wise to'forCe items into a particular type merely for this reason.

Methods of response which call for placing a'check (v) or a cross (X)
next to the proper answer or in an answer box, crossing out-all answers
which do not apply, Circling.the proper response, writing in a symbol, or
filding in a space on an answer sheet are all suitable for objective
scoring.

Open-end and shortLanswer questions require only that sufficient room ,

for the responses be allowed on the form. Scoring of such items, however,.
can be facilitated if the questions-are worded carefully and limits set
on what is asked. If short-answer questions are- written so that only one
or two words Or numbers are needed to answer them, they can be scorecrwith
comparative ease.

Another way to facilitate the scoring of open-end questions is to
break one broad question into two precise and limited questions So that
the responses are easier to classify. Still another way to simplify the
scoring process is to provide the respondent with fairlY detailed directions
for completion of the item.with the expectation that he will thus limit
his answer to pertinent information. The rater will, of course, then
have lessextraneous material to read and discard,.
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D. Precisy-'understandab1e, unbiased language is essential.

..S(eCialistS in the measurement of achievment, attitudes, and opinions
haVe done much research on the effects of wording io their efforts to

i'develop precise measuring instruments..

Some years ago, a sample of researchers was asked to list what they
considered the chief defects of commercial research. The criticisMs that
they mentioned most frequently and probably still hold true today are, as

follows:

Improperly-worded questionnaires 757.

Faulty interpretations 587

-.Inadequacy of samples 527

Improp. metaods 447.

Pre,senitio-I -of results with
supp. -tin: data 41%

There , definite principle Lhat must- gove'rn the oft ice of item

language. ,
'me of them may apper simple, yet:the writer who is sure

that he them must remeMber tAlat tho important thing L.;' to know

them and, f(11ow.them.

The principles are not independent. One may be an ampl i_cation.of

another; one may even appear to be a, contradiction of anoth r. Not all
the principles apply in all situations. It is the writer's respoNsibility
.to guide himself in iteM construction by the principles which are most
appropriate to' the particular situation in which he is working. If-he

is unsure of the wording of an item, he may write it .7.iLh alternative
wordings and await the results of review and tryout before deciding
which to use.

I. Use precise language.

Precis, language is language that is exact, that means exactly
the writer intends it mean. Preciseness of language means,"

too, that all superflubus w, ]s in dn item are etiminated. Extra

words which do not serve 'to ._lefine the particular problem may
detract the attention of the subject from the main problem.

2. Use simple language whenever possible.

Simple words are preferable, provided they express the idea
clearly. Simple words, however, should be examined.-carefully to be
sure they do not have more than one meaning and that they are
sufficiently precise. For example, a word like "office" can be
ambiguous'. iven a question such as, "What is the.total number
of employees in your office?", it ig not clear whether the writer
Means the office (room) in which the employee works: or the office
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(organizational division--unit, section, etc.) in which he is empl6yed.
To illustrate further, "government" can mean Federal, State, or
local government.

. Keep the.use of technical laInguage to a minimum.

Even when a constructor is familiar with.the characteristics of
the ispondt groJp. he Should e: ..mine each technical word he uses..
Ceriin w'rd ised wLthin the Fed .7A government have Special Meanings.
As an ill istion, there are tr Hi vouchers which a-Federal employee
submits ercir to be reimbursed for n ,roved travel expenses.

. .

Vouchers ar- Liso mail qualificat ,rns L,-tiohnaires.. :Auditor's in

the Fede-al service perforM indut- rial cu,t audits and Internal
audits. t..er employees perform audits as part of a jo't--

classifica: or personnel inspe :ion program.

The -As used should expre..; the exact meaning that is intended,
and the sub:ec-_s must know that m-aning. It is preferable tc
lengthen an Ltm by an explanation of terms rather than simply as'Sume
that all respor.dents are familiar with them.

The item constructor should be cautious about the use of abbrevi-
ations; one which is.well known to the writer may be unfamiliar to
some,respondents.. However, i' an abbreviationiis explained in the
first item.in which it appears, it can be used in succeeding items
without explanation;

4. Specify all-standards lor judgment, qualifk.eations, or limits.

A writer should include in the item or-in the directions for its
completion-all information:necessary so that all respondents will;
answer on the same basis.

Example 34: Which of the following statements regarding your
employment status is true?

a. employed full-time (30 hours or more a week) .

b. employed part-time (less than 30 hours a week)

c. unemployed

WithOut the explanation of what is conSidered full- or part-tiMe
work, the' respondents would be li:kely to have varying interpretations.
An eMployee worki:4-: 35 hours a week might consider himself a part-
time employee if the standards were not given.
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Example 35:

,Knowledge and experience in arious

agricultural atleas.
(Please place a check in the appro-

a)

priate column at the right opposite .0
a

each-agricultural area listed in a) W

items a through_f below in order to
y y

indicate,the scope of the applicant's a I
>4 x.,

experience in each,of these areas.) al y
a.

a. Agronomy

-b. Animal husbandry

c. Foretrv

d. Horticulture

e. Range Science

f. Soil* Scienee

44

Example 36: Whenever you are given a new assignment, does your
supervisor tell you in advance enough about it so

.that you know just how he wants it done?

a. usually
b. sometimes
c. almost never

The coastructor has included aoqualification in this question.
He wants to know whether an employee receives adequate instruction at
the time he is given new work, not whether he gets the instraction
later.
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So-called "blanket-type" words can cover a wide range of ::-.terp"re:-

tations. What is the meaning of "recently", "i: the near futu7 ";
"occasionally", etc. to respondents? For example, a group was :sked
if they had recently attended a supervisory training course. two
respondents, both of whom had attended suc'. a course. within,th past
three years-v one would check "yes" while 'cle other would check 71o"

because he did not consider his attendance at the course a "re( t:"

experience.

It is sensible to specify the terms in which an answer i L
be given, provided it is possible to do so. Instead of askin how
ofterk, an employee performs a task,.ask himLhow-many days in
past month nr how many hours a week he spent on that work.

5. Be cautious about extreme words.

Words like "alWays", ",iever", "anyone", and "nobody" may limit
the item content so that results are distorted. Their inclusion in
items shOuld be generally'restricted to suations where extreme
judgements are desired.

Example 37: Does your Dervis you ciear
instruckion, tit your job autt_s?

always

most of the

sometimes

II never

Extremes can be avoided in some items by using words like
"generally", "usually", "most", and "practically all." A
respondent may think that a statement is generally accurat/ yet
be aware of exceptions to it. Under these circumstancey he would
hesiitate to express full agreement with the, statement/hut would
agree with a question wording that acknowledged these exceptions.

6. Avoid negative wording.

v
It is confusing and annoying to a resOndent to have to decide

/what a "yes" or a "no" answer tp a nega i./vely worded item means.

.Example 38: Is he unable to/yllow directions? Yes FT No 0
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Checking "Yes" means, "Yes, he is unable to follow directions."

Checking"Ne'' means, "No, he.is not unable (able) to follow directions."

It would be Much easier for.the respondent to answer either of the

positive reword4ngs of this question, shown in example 39.

Ex'ah,ple 39: Is he able to follow directions? Yes ILI NO .171

He iF (able) to follow directions.
(unable)

Use proper grammar.

Item writers should follow the same ruLes of grammar that.all

writers should follow. In addition, the item writer, in the interest

of clarity, should use the simplest possible sentence structure.

Slang-and colloquial terms should be avoided.

8. VO-1 rdings which may bias response.

Leading questions have no place in a conscientiously prepared

questionnaire.

Example 40: You like your job, don4t you? Yes Li
Inanswering the above question, even the most naive respondent

would realize that, Whether or not he could honestly agree to a "yes"

answer, that was undoubtedly the one that was wanted.

In attitude and opinion questionnaires, it is of particular con.-

cern that the question be worded so that both sides of an issue are

presented fairly in the body of the item and in the alternatives. A

biased response can arise not only from a distorted presentation of

the issue, but also from the inclusion in the item Of words which may

have an unfortunate emotional 5one for respondents. Special care

\ should therefore be taken to avoid.using stereotyped words and words

',that may make subjects feel threa_ened. An example of the latter is

a question on:which a respondent is.asked for an opinion on a proposed

change', as opposed to the maintenance of the status quo. Most people

faVor continuing a familiar situation rather than adopting a change,

although they may like the change in the situation once it is accom-

plished.

Ieems that request information which may involve a respondent's

self-est'eem or desire for prestige must be carefully worded. Questions

,about matters such as the amount of supervisory responsibility and

relative importance of a position in an organiZation should be designed
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so that respondents provide specific informr:.tion (not opinion) about

,the actual number of people they directly and indirectly supervise,

what supervisory control they have over others, and what grades and

pos.itions their subordinates hold. Given this information by

supervisors, and specific information by subordinates about how .

they are supervised, a survey conductor can determine the supervisory

duties of a position objectively.

Some survey conductor's feel that personal questions (e.g., age,

income) should not be asked, and it is essential that, at all times,

the privacy of the lespondent be protected. Frequently,, the plans

for the study permit gross information. For example, it may be

sufficient to ask an individual whether be is under or over age. 30,

rather than his exact age. At other :Ames, it is decided.that, if the

purposes of the survt_iy are adequately stated and the respondents

realize that the information is needed,, mast personS will answer the_

questions willingly.

9. In dichotomous and multiple-choice items, make alternatives,
mutually exclusive and well-defined.

This point cannot be overemphasized; overlapping and poorly
defined,alternati,ves will confuse respondents and lessen the
reliability and ,Validity of items:

Example 41. Aich of the following is the most important to you ,

in buying a new car?

a. appearance
b. color
C. design
d. durability
e. price

o some persons, appearance and color overlap. Design is con-,.

fusing because it may be selected by some as a synonym for appearance

and by others as 6 reference t6 the mechanical qualities of the car:

10. In two-choice and 'nilltiple-choice items, provide ail neees,sary
alternatives.

If the topicef the item permits "No. opinion", "Both", "Don't
knowil, or "Other-speciesponses, these alternatimes.should be
added to the response list. If combinations of .alternatives are

5 2
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'essential to cover all possible responses, they should be included.
The constructor should remember that the number of alternatives in
multiple-choice items can be large. It is,his responsibility to
_set up.a comprehensive list in an organized manner to insure ease
of response and scoring.

11. Make'all alternatives grammatically cbnsistent with the item
premise.

Each response to dichotomous or multiple-choice items with an
'incomplete premise should form a complete grammatical sentence when
.added to the premise.

Example 42: I will' Accept appointment

a. anywhere in the United-States
b. in the Washington,D. C. area onLy
c. ,outside the United4States
d. in the following locations only:

When the premise is a complete queion or sentence, the response
should also be -consistent wi.th the premise..

Example'43: Do you think.youe supervisor would object if you:-
were offered a better job and requested a tranSfer?

a. He certainly ould.
He probably would.

,
c. He probably would not.

,/

d.. He certainly,would hot. //

Respon.se (4.) in this example/means: "I think 'he cert,ain1y
would' object if I wanted to transfer to a 'better job." Aesponse
(b.) is the same except for tHe sUbstitution of "probably" for
"certainly."

Wnenever posSible., each response should haye parallel form, 'i.e.,
' be in the same mood, contain the same parts of/speech, and be equally

appropriaCe to the premise. In the following example which illustates..:.
this point, tne first part cbntains some alternatives that do not
logically follow the premise; the second part shows how such a
question should be phrased.

Example 44: . . because they are:

( ) bulky.
( ) easily broken._,

( ) .explosive
) deteriorate rapidly

5 3



hazardous
highly inflammable
particularly heavy
must be a4e4 ipefore'uSV
re6:sCi1 i other thaa those

. . because they: .

( ) are bulky

/49

s..

/
shown -hove (specify)

( ) are particularly heavy ,.

/.,
\( ) are easily broken ,,

)-? are. hazardous
( ) are explosiVe ,

--

( ) are highly 'inflammable
( ) deteriorate rapidly

-( ) mus,t-be aged bEfore uSe
( ) have charaCteriticS other/ than the above

.

,- (specify)

// ,- 7
. .7 ,

12. List alternatives.in certain itemS in /o/ gical order. .
,

..=

.mternativ6aarausuallyns.cncrder with theektreme
/c..; ,

i,
choices at the ends of the list/and the other ehoi.c.e-S ip'between.

/ -2 / ---

Example 45: Always
Frequently
SometimeS/
Rarely

Example 46://StropeY apprOve
// Approve
,---/Undecided

, 'Disapprove
,/

Strongly disapprove
.

/
1-3. /Avoid over-elaboration./

/Elaboration of an item, contrary to its intended pUrpose of, .

/proViding.greater clarity, may haVe the reverse effect dncr,produce
contradictions:-

- .Example 47: What schobl subject do you like.leastthat is,
.

spend,little time studying?

Some persons will spend little time studying a subject they
dislike but others' will spend more time on such a subject because,
it may be more,Aifficult for them.

5 4
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E. The questionnaire items should be arranged logically yithin the
questionnaire.

Every effort should be made to make it as easy as possible for the
respondent to anSwer the questions, and one way to do this is to arrange
the items in a logical and orderly fashion. Insofar as possible, items
relatlng CO a particular topic should be groUped together. Sometimes,

several_questionscan lie set up under one Arabic numeral with subletter.

F. A good item should yield valid and reliable information.

If all other conditions of a good questionnaire item have beenjul-
filled, an item will probably provide valid and reliable,information.
Regardless of whether an item evaluation is made on the basis of statistical
methodology.or.on some other basis, the item must fulfill the purpose for
which..it(was designed by providing accurate information relevant to the
purOose of the study.

Just as it is not always possible to measure the validity and relia-
bility of whole questionnaire forms statistically, it is also not always
possible to- evaluate statistically the validity and reliability of individ-
ual questionnaire items.

Whether the items can be objectively evaluated or not is dependent
upon the purpose of the questionnaire, the types of items used, and the
content of the items. The constructor has to decide, after considera-
tion of these factors, whethey, items can be evaluated statistically.
IL impossible to proVide'specific rules on which he may base this
decision because each-'questionnaire must be considered individually.
To illustrate, the validity of most items on a questionnaire used to
establish position standards cannot be determined statistically because
thereY-is 116 appropriate criterion with which to correlate the item data;
Yet if such items .serve the purpose of the questionnaire, that is,
contribute.iforMation for standards determination, they can be considered
ye-1:d for that purpose. However, the reliability of some of items on
such a questionnaire may be-measured statistically by comparing the
awreement among respondents with regard to their responses to the items.
In.additron, if the items are subjectively scored or rated, a measure of
rater reliability or agreement can be obtained. If there is high rater'
reriability, different raters will rate the same questions in much the
saMe way, or the same rater will rate the same questions consistently
upon a later rerating.

There are seme items on which the constructor, although he expects
accurate responses, will not expect agreement among respondents.' For
example, incumbents in different grades of the same position, subject
to VarYing degrees and frequency of supervision, will respond differently
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to the same items concerning the amount and nature of supervisory control.
Assuming that the information they provide is accurate, it will be useful
in defining differences among grade levels, and the items will be valid
and reliable.

F.E
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CHAPTER 7

Item Review and Tryout

The reviQw and trYout of items before compilation of the first draft
'of the questionnaire form are necessary, although often neglected, steps
in questionnaire design. Regardless of how carefully the item writer
has applied the basic rules of item writing, he cannot be, sure .that the
items will effectively evoke the desired information until they are
reviewed and tried out.

Review of questionnaire items

Before reviewing an item, a reviewer must become familiar with the
specific objectives of a study, the Subject populatian, and the methods
of administration and analysis of material. This knowledge is essential
because an item must be evaluated in terms of how well'it meets the basic
and specific, conditions necessary.

To insure systeMatic and complete review, the reviewer should record.
all his comments and suggestions on a card or sheet of paper attached to
the one containing the proposed item.

A reviewer evaluates an item from the point of view of subject-
matter coverage, basic measurement principles, and choice of language
In his comments, he may question the use-of particular.words; he may
feel that the standards given to respondents are not sufficiently specific.
Further, he-may feel that putting the item in a different form would make
it more satisfactory. He may also find that a list of alternatives is
not complete or thaE an alternative is\inaccuratelY stated. The list of
possible criticisms is endless.,

A reviewer should, if possible, make concrete suggestions for the'
improvement of an item. When review is comp,leted, a complete written.
record of criticisMs and suggestions is avairable to the writer for use
in revising the items. The writer May not agre,with some of the coMments
or want to accei, certain suggestions. Where thete are differences of
opinion, pretryout of items often provides informat'ion which may resolve
the differences.

Below is a checklist which may be used as a guide by teyiewers. Not
all of the pointS in the checklist are applicable to all iters. It is
advisable,however, to check each item against the entire list before
deciding-Which do not apply.



Checklist for Review of Items

1. Item content:
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a. Is the content limited to one topic or idea (not double-barreled)?

b. Is the topic or idea relevent to the study?

2. Is the item likely to yield the information the writer intends it to
yield? (Is it likely to be valid?)

3. DoeS the form of the item conform wit1 the coding or rating system
which will be used?

a. Is proper proVision made for response(s)?

4. Is the item appropriate for the administrative method which will be
used?

5. Would the item elicit the desired jnformation more easily or completely
if written in a different form? Which one?

.a. Free-answer?

b. Sliort-answer?

c. Two-choice?

d. Multiple-choice?

6. 'Two-choice items:

a. Are 'he alternatives clear-cut, separate?

b. Are the alternatives realistic?

c. Are both alternatlVes stated.clearly?

d. If one alternative is-implied but not stated, is the fact that
there are actually two choices clearly evident?

e. Are the'alternatives mutually exclusive?
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f. Is provision made for a possible third response? (As mentioned
ear110L', a third response is not always necessary.)

1. No opinion

2. Don't know

3. Both

4. Neither

5. No oppportunity to observe

6. Other: Specify

7. Muttiple-choice items:

a. Are the alternatives clear-cut, separate?

b. Are the alternatives mutually exclusive?

c. Are the alternatives accurate?

d.. Is the number of alternatives sufficient?

e. Are the numbers and alternatives listed in logical order?

f. Is provis,ion made for "no response"? (To repeat, provision
need not always be made.for "no response"J

1. None of these

2. No opportunity to observe

3. No opinion

4. j3ther: Specify

8. Where necessary, have a frame of reference and a standard of judgment
been included?

\
a. in the directions for the item? '

b. in the premise of the item?

c. in the alternatives

9. Item wording:

a. Is the language clear a-1d precise?
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h. Is it appropriate for the respondent?

C. Is it grammatically correct?

d. Is it worded in positive language?

,e. Is ft easy to read? '

f. Is it. easy to complete?

First tryout of items

A first tryout of items, even before tentative compilation of the
questionnaire form, can be a very advantageous step in questionnaire

,

construction. Many gross errors in form and wording show up at this
stage in sPite of a careful review of the Troposed items.

The questionnaire constructor does not normally attempt statistical
evaluation of his questions in a first item tryout. He is interested
only in an informal trial of the items since he will have a formal; tryout
of the completed questionnaire form later.

The constructor assembles .the.items that have been written and
reviewed and prepares tentative directions for administering and/completing
the questions. He asks a few people, similar to the sample population
to be used in the study, to answer the items, makiag it'clear to them
that the .tryout is for research purposes and that the items may/give
them-some difficulty. When respondents similar to the sample sUbjects
are unavailable, a constructor may aSk his fellow workers to try out
the items.

The first tryout may be carried- out by the writer pers-)nally. .He
either asks the questions in, a personal.interview or 'administers the
questions by the method which will be used in the whOle study. Many
survey-conductors prefer tryout in a persopal interview because they
feel .,that they can learn much from direct, observation.

,

In a tryout, a constructor frequently asks the respondent to comment
, either orally or in writing on'the questionnaite items; he is asked, for
example, to indicate items which We g'ad .difficulty in understanding,- or'.
additional alternatives which he feels should he included. He may also
be asked to suggest change in wording.

The first tryout'enables the constructor to (1). find olit Whether
any of the subject matter he is investigating is inadequately covered by
the current nunber of items; (2) discover items in which so many responses
were recorded in. Elle "Other--Specify" Category that a revision of alterna-
tive responses must be made; (3) estimate the amount of time.needed to
complete the finished form; and (4) test his coding sys,tem--some items
may be as effective and easier to handle in-a different form.

6 0
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CHAPTER 8

Designing the QuestionnaiTe Form

Compile tentative directions to respondents and administrators

Directions foc respondents which will appear at,the beginning of the
form and which will provide general instructions for the completion of the
olestionnai,re cover such, matters as the purpose of the.survey, the sponsor-
:ng agency oroffice, information intended to motivate respondents to

e complete the form carefully,,general directions concerning the method of
item resppnse, and, when neeessary, sample questions. .

/7
Every survey conductor strives to obt.ain complete and frank answers

to every item on his questionnaire. ILzis true that the appearance of the
form, its length, and its ease uf.resPOnse are highly.important. Yet it
is in the directions to respondents that many questionnaire.constructors
fail. They may explain sat.isforily the purpose of the study.and its,
importance to the conductor of it, but if they do not convince the res'pond-
ent of the importance of his contrbution, they will fail.

FirSt.of all,'a respondent must be assured of the confidentiality of
the information he furnishes. Even in questionnaires which need not be
signed, this assurance mrcJt be given.'

Second, the 'importance 'of frank, honest answers must be empha.;ized,
For example, suppose.a respondent is asked to evaluate.the job competence
of employees. The.constructor must, first .of all, point, out .that the yalue
of the_findings will be in direct prOportion to the acCuracy of the informa-.
tion obtained. Equally-important is the need to make the respondent under...
stand that the employees themselves will also suffer from.faulty ratings. '

We ilentioned earlier the reluctance of most persons to rate others low on. a
-scale. Yet an employee prompted on the basis.of an unrealistic.. rating May
fail misexably. Jf a constructor can convince respondents that they do-
employees no favor by, rating them excellent, when they are- poor or merely
Adequate, or.by rating them jn any way other than the way they should be
rated, he will have done much to assure the accuracy of questionnaire

-results.

Directions for specific items and groups of.like items are written.
now,if thjs-was not done during"the construction of.the questions. ,All

directions for item response should be checked for adequacy at this point;
the constructor may revise the introductory directions-after reviewing
those for individual Items.

For group administration'of a questionnaire, special directions for-
the administrators are required to insure controlled administrative. condi-
tions. These instructions cover the entire process; e.g. the distribqion
of suPplies andlorms, introductory.remarks, directions for completing'the
form, 4rections for answering any questions asked by the group members,
and the collection of forms. All remarks-which tHe administrators will make.

to the group must be written out completely in:the directions:
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/Directions are also required for interviewers. When the survey
conductor is interested-in standardized or structured interviews, the
directions shouPd be verY specific and detailed. When the interviewer

is to be given flexibility in conducting the interv;ew, the directions
should provide general guidelines for him. Certain language .and pro-

cedures may be suggested, b the interviewer may use his discretion'

in following them.

The directions for both response and administration are only tenta-
tive;. they may need to be revised after pretesting.

Design the first form of the coestionnaire

The items which are acceptable after reliD2w and tryout and the tenta
tive directions to respondents make- up the questionnaire form. The queS--

tionnaixe assembled for the pretest is designed carefully, although it is
usually duplicatedsimply and ine,pensively.

A. The appearance of the form influences.xesponse.

A respondent will generally e conscientious about'Completing a form
which has a pleasing appearance. he cOnstructor does not .have to concern
hi'mself quite so carefully with.the appearance of a form to be completed
bY an interviewer, as long as it is clear and easy to follow.

ApPearance is'affected by the method of form.teproduction: Printed

and multilithed forms are unquestionably better appearing than mimeographed
,or dittoed ones. HoweVer, because of*budget limittions or because the .

number of subjects-does not justify the employment of more expensive re-
'

production methods, questionnaires are,sOmetimes not reproduced by the mocit

desirable methods.

More important, appearance is affected by-the' layout of the items on

the form. The general directions should be arranged sb that they can be
easily read and, if necessary, referred to later. Individual items or

groups of like items should be set off from on e. anotherby lines or spaces.
Arrangement of items in either columns or rows addsto the neat appearance

of the form.

B. Ease of response-is an important consideration in questionnaire
design.

,A neat form is easier for the respondent to complete than one which

looks' cluttered and disorganized. The grouping of items for.which there

is one set of directionS simplifies the respondent's task, 'The numbering

of items consecutively without repetition of any numbe\r-permits the

resipondent to see at a glance in what order he is to reSpond to the items.

eliminateS confOsion when items are referred tO by number in the

dyrections. The respondent's task is simplified, too,\if there is sUfficient,///

space on the form to complete write-in questions legibty and completely. /r

/
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C. The length of the questionnaire is another consideration in

questionnaire design.

Some questionnaires, such as mail emuloyment reference forms, rely
_for completion on the respondent's voluntary cooperation. These forms
therefore, cannot he so lengthy that recipients are unwilling to take thc.!,'

time to complete them. When desi-gning suchquestionnaires, theconstruetor
may find that he must limit the nUmber of pages in the form, thus nedessi
tating the eliminatpn of the least important items, lf, as parif pre-'
liminarv planning, 'required subject matter was liSted in order.. f priority,

the eliminetien process is simplified. /

Onestionnaires should be only as long as is necesyrry to coypr
required subject matter, it is the c'onstructor's re,s-ponsibility to des.ign
the form carefully and concisely even though he is- kairlycertain that the
respondents will bo conscientious about completitig it.

/
it should be remembered that the greakr the proportion of ',-,bjective

'items on a forM, the easier it'is to f01 out. Respondents may be more
willing co complete a long objectivepe questionnaire than th'ey are to
fill.out one which requires fairly etailed answerS.

D. Provision fdr the scpi4ng or rating of the form .should be '

included.
./

. .

In assembling precoded forms, Olt.) constructor makes,certain that>tlie
system of nuMberinvand_lettering the itcMs and alternatives corres,pbrids
to the coding system. When codes are to be assigned later, th,-constructot.
.provides enough/space next to each item for the code to be written in and
tabulated without confusion or error.

The most efficient layout from the point of view of coding and extract-
ing/p15/(;rations is to Set up the foim so that the answer spaces are on one
sidze of a column or page. Some questionnaire' material does not lend itself

'to this kind of layout, but the constructor should try to fit at least part

of the copy into it.

Pretest the first form of .the,questionnaire

The pretest provideg the first opportunity for the constructor to
test the adequacy,of'his survey plan.and the.effectiveness of the.question-:

naire instrumenIn the pretest,.the first form of the questionnaire is
given to a small group of people', as much like. the Sample group,selected
for thefdll study as possible.. The method Of administration is, .in
general, the same as that planned fort.he-cOmplete study, although special
-cli-rections May be-given. These dil:ections may, for example, ask respondents
to record the length of time required for completion . of the form, to make

any commants or suggestions they like relating to it, or to ask the

'administrator questions about individual items. After the questionnaires .

have been completed by the samplegroup, the Constructor has the opportunity
to-test rating, coding, and tabulation prOcedures.

6
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The pretest enables the survey condUctor to obtain further insight
into the effectiveness of the questionnaire. He seeks, through the Means
and soUrces available to him, a critical reevaluation of the areas covered,
as well as of the items,n1ternatives, directions,.etc. that will lead to

necessary and desirable modifications, revisions, additions, or deletions.
Some of the questions and problems that emerged can be resolved by ,inter-
vi,--ws with members of the pretest group and 'with the administrators.. Their
comments relating to ambiguities in the wording of questions .or dixections,
gs well:as pogsible procedUral or form changes, will help the constructor
make necessary revisions. Another aspect of the .questionnaire that can
be determined.from the pretest g-reup is the acceptability of the form
6S%-them; when completion depends on voluntary cooperation on the part of
subjects, this information is important Time.limits are still another
concern in many questionnaires, and the pretest will show whether some .
items shoul4 be eliminated in order that the group may finish in the
allotted time.

In analyzing the questionnaire data, the constructor may measure the
reliabi!ity and yalidity of.the,form statistically; if so, he should keep
in Mind the possible bias..in the pretestgrOup becattse of.its small size, .

and the effect of questionable items,, before deciding whether the validity
and reliability of the form make it acceptable- for the stUdy_. If no
statistical evaluation is made, the data are examined for relevance and
-ccuracy of the information for the purpose of the-survey. They are also
becked for adequacy of subject-matter coverage; where informationis
lacking or inadequate, additional-irems must be prepared to cover the
pertinent topics.

Item analysis indicates the extent to which the pretest group com-
pleted the forms. Item omissions may result-from inadequate directions,
insufficient standards of judgment, poor item wording, insufficient time,
or the disinclination of the'respondents to-provide the desired information.
Analysis of individual items points up those which need "-)T1 for
example, i.temS, in which an excessive pron.,. . ii of replik. aLC written
into. an "other" or "don't know" category ,will require rewriting. The
data will also show whether a large proportion of the replies fell into
one or two categories, or whether they were spread over the range of item

_responses.

Using pretest results as a guide, a. cbristructor makes neceSsary
revisions in theAuestionnaire items. The revisions may be in item form
and/or wOrding. Some alternatives may be rewritten; others, eliminated
or added. Changes may also be made in the directions, standards/for
judgment, and illustrations. Major changes may be necessary.,i,f/items
are rewritten in different' form. If many or extensive revisions are
required, another pretest is necessary.

.

6 4
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Assemble the final form of the questionnaire

Assembly of the final form of the questionnaire and final directions
.fOr administration and data processing complete the task of questionnaire
construction.

'The final questionnaire form is usually similar to the first one un-
less gross inadequacies appeared in the pretest. .The final form includes
all the acceptable items from the preliminary form, the items revised on
the basis of pretest results, and all new itemS, If the principles of
good layout Were followed in the compilation of the preliminary form. the
changes.in layout will probably be minor ones resulti-T; frnm item revisions,
additions,.and elimiFThns. Great car must be taken in checking the
final form for accuracy of directions, and item wording and numbering.
The constructor must, in addition, make certain that all changes are
reflected in the instructions for administration and data proces.sing,

It is nol wi-thin the scope of ,this pamphlet to discuss the details
of the administ:auion,data processing, summarization of results, and,
evaluation of a questionnaire. These phases of questionnaires are covered
in a companion publication entitled "AdminiStration, Data Processing, and
Analysis of Questionnaires."
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